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Interested in playing PS4, Pen 5, but there was no time, so I started watching Persona 5 Animation instead. According to some reviews online, they agreed that the storyline in both the game and the animations are the same. I really liked the anime series. My favorite heroes are Caroline & Justine, the Wordance and Morgan twins or Morgan, who can turn
into a car. It reminds me of a cat bus from Ghibli's My Neighbor Totoro studio. Since there is no illustration of the book for anime, I bought the one made for the game instead. The book consists of a game concept art, character profiles and designs. I particularly like their phantom thief outfits and their personas, which can turn into new characters of their own.
I also love that each character has a Tarot card (Arcana) because he can tell a lot about this particular character. Looking closely at the pages, I feel I've learned a lot from this book regarding character design (facial expressions and poses) and CG paintings (light shadow texture and colors). With over 400 full-color pages, this is a pretty good investment for
my development as an amateur artist. Also, I'm enjoying this style of art and would like to turn over a book like this one in my spare time. So, I would recommend it to P5 game lovers as well as artists who love concept artists. Art Persona 5 Paperback: 432 pages Author: Prima Games Publisher: Prima Games (2017) Language: English Source: Cover photo
from Amazon.com INTJ/ The Economist (by study) / Illustrator (trying) / Bookworm / Coffeeholic / Gamer Collector View all posts Cor Fine ArtFine ArtFine ArtFine Art Is a celebration of the work of video game artists, demonstrating the best both their professional and personal portfolios. If you are in business and have some art you would like to share, get in
touch! Persona 5 isn't just a fantastic video game, it's an absolute celebration for the senses, with a strong, confident artistic style that runs from its character design all the way to its menu. There is a fundamental difference between Japanese and Western games, which starts with the ... Read alsoIn this genius of the series is reduced to the genius of the
longtime art director of the series Shigenori Soejima, whose leadership here led to a game that manages to distinguish itself from Persona 4, while creating a much more adult cast and setting (replacing the yellow and green palette of P4 with bold reds and blacks), while at the same time managing the preservation of the brand Persona. Below is a showcase
of art made for a game featuring the nature of art, conceptual sketches and promotional pieces. They're just a small sample of what's available in Japanese-language fiction books (which has already come out), but to save you from the problems of guessing what each signature says, Prima will release the English-language version in Media can get a
commissionWith Amazon346 purchased by readers, note, before scrolling on: although I avoided posting images of anything like boss fights or later settings, there are images of characters that don't join your cast until later, so if you think it's a spoiler, you've been warned. To see the image in native resolution, click the Expand button in the upper-left corner.
Fine art is a celebration of the work of video game artists, which showcases the best of both their professional and personal portfolios. If you're in business and have some concepts, environment, advertising or character art you'd like to share, drop us the line! CHARACTERSCUT INSPERSONACONCEPT ARTPROMOTIONAL ARTPage 2Charles Lemor is
an artist and illustrator based in France.You can see more of Charles's work on his personal website. And if you like any of them so much, you want to own some, it has a print store here. To see the image in native resolution, click the Expand button in the upper-left corner. Fine art is a celebration of the work of video game artists, which showcases the best
of both their professional and personal portfolios. If you're in business and have some concepts, environment, advertising or character art you'd like to share, drop us the line! Character Gallery: Includes compelling works by the protagonists and their personas, as well as personal data that has never been released in English before! Concept Art: Loaded with
initial character concepts, rough sketches, original drafts and illustrations - a must for Persona fans! Game Visual Effects: Chronicles of inspiration behind the graphics seen in the game, including customization illustrations, story scripts and other key images. Illustration Gallery: Magazine covers and posters are collected in one convenient place. Comment
creator: Intersed with exclusive details and little-known tides straight from the character's creator Shigenori Soegim! Good quality, fat book. Love the game and how stylistic it is, so it's a great addition, especially since I collect art books. It's not Final Fantasy Sky, but it's clearly reflected in price. Â£19.99 would be ok, so this theft priced Amazon around
Â£13.It's a shame there's no more comment as the comment is pretty tight on the character pages and that's about it. There have been problems with orders and delivery, but this should not affect the review of the product itself. Mine came with a strip down one main page of the character that I'm not too happy with, but can't tell if it's a printing error or
because of delivery issues. Start your review of Art Persona 5 I love it so much – not only concept art and my favorite cutters, but the creator's commentary on each character, from concept through development as well as commentary relationship between the characters (were they really really creating brothers and sisters Makoto and Akechi? WHAT??) and
understanding the director's thoughts and connections to earlier Persona/Megami Tensei stories to ensure continuity. I really enjoyed having access to behind-the-back information as it was - I love it so much - not just concept art and my favorite cutouts, but the creator's commentary on each character, from concept through development, and comments
about the relationship between the characters (they really thought about creating Makoto and Ekechi siblings? WHAT??) and understanding the director's thoughts and connections to earlier Persona/Megami Tensei stories to ensure continuity. I really enjoyed having access to behind-the-wheeled information as it was - the absolute pleasure of reading. ...
more Great Book Art for those interested in character design, character development and concept art for video games and animation. It's a shame more than 80 pages are missing compared to the Japanese version, but I find this book incredibly inventive as there is and a beautiful collection of work to watch! Persona 5 has such an incredible style and this
book really does it justice with a great look at art and development – I'd like a bit more on scenery/backgrounds, but otherwise I was really happy with it. An enlightening look at the creative process and art direction behind Persona 5. The book is huge and surprisingly light on spoilers. This is a must for Persona 5 fans. Beautiful and inspiring works of art with
informative commentary of the creator about the thought process by designs. Its interesting to see the stages some of the characters have gone through and even some characters/designs/concepts that don't make the cut. Everything is well laid out, and the style is just amazing, Im addicted to some of the photos in this book. Its hard to get your hands on at
a reasonable price, I had to go through a bet on eBay, but it's so worth it. If you are a fan of persona or beautiful and inspiring works of art with informative commentary of the creator about the process of thinking by designs. It's interesting to see the stages through which some characters have gone, and even some characters/designs/concepts that don't
make the cut. Everything is well laid out, and the style is just amazing, I'm addicted to some of the photos in this book. It's hard to get your hands on a reasonable price, I had to go through a bet on eBay, but it's so worth it. If you're a fan of persona or even just it's aesthetically pleasing, it's definitely worth a look. ... More It is always so exciting to have all the
initial sketches of concept, illustration, idea and behind-the-scenes making of the stunning game Persona 5, composed in a great fiction book. Absolute should get for any Persona 5 fan or artist who loves Shigenori Soejima's work because you won't with the amount of artistic content this fiction book contains. Frankly, a truly beautiful fiction book that remains
stylish and loyal to the original theme and a generally wonderful addition for It's Always So Exciting to have all the initial sketches of concept, illustration, idea and behind-the-scenes making of the stunning mana 5 game composed in a great fiction book. Absolute should get for any Persona 5 fan or artist who loves shigenori Soejima's work because you won't
be disappointed with the amount of fiction content this art book contains. Honestly, a really beautiful fiction book that remains stylish and loyal to the original theme and generally a great addition for a Persona 5 fan. ... more I really wish we had more notes about conceptual sketches - I can kind of guess who/that some of them are, but a businesswoman in a
dress with butterfly hair clips - should she be an alternative to Sae? fun I didn't really do with the game, but so close (I'm on the last boss, but there was no time to finish the last couple of days, so no concepts were spoiled for me). Really interesting to see thoughts about character design, though. Fabulous artbook. I was in love with art persona games with
persona 3 came out and I wasn't let down with P5. The focus is on artistic creativity, with the artist's comments in tasteful quantities. It's not about the text with accompanying works of art, but on the contrary. And in my book, that's how the artbook should be. Atlus always does an amazing job with his fiction books, and that's no exception. There is a ton of
conceptual sketches of what could have been for each character, and notes about them. My only complaint is that I would like it to be a hard cover as the book is quite large and packed with art. Atlus always does an amazing job with his fiction books, and that's no exception. There is a ton of conceptual sketches that could be for each character, and notes
about them. My only complaint is that I would like it to be a hard cover as the book is quite large and packed with art. ... more I always love these Persona art books – seeing the original idea behind different characters, and how they evolved into their final versions is super interesting to me. And plus, art is just so good! Unlike the dishonest Artbook 2, which I
read/feasted on only the day after that, I found that there were too many characters/random things, not beautiful sketches and landscapes. Hence the 4*. Mandatory for fans only. great book it radiates what all the things you missed in the game game
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